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Honeycomb/Cellular Shades 

Duettes & Applause 

The Hunter Douglas Duette Honeycomb Shades premium honeycomb provides the widest selection of 

constructions, opacities colors and textures, as well as sophisticated designs to compliment all styles. 

The finest operating ease, superior energy efficiency and unmatched versatility of form and function are 

provided. 

The Applause Honeycomb collection is a more streamlined selection of fabrics and pleat options.  

 

Palm Beach Polysatin Shutters 

The Hunter Douglas Palm Beach Polysatin Shutters feature easy operation and light control, heat, 

airflow, noise, view, and privacy.  Operating systems include the traditional front tilt, hidden tilt, power 

automation and more.  Special applications include French doors, bay/corner windows café shutters, 

bypass track and triple track, and more. 

Grreenguard Gold Certified * Microbial resistance * Flame Retardant. 

Guaranteed for life!  Backed by an industry-exclusive promise that our shutters will not warp, crack, 

fade, chip, peel or discolor! 

 

Luminette Privacy Sheers, Somner Custom Vertical blinds, and Vertical Blinds 

The Luminette privacy sheers provide the widest range of light control possible, with a sheer face fabric 

to let light in and attached soft fabric vanes that rotate to keep light out. 

The Somner custom vertical blinds feature an abundance of styles and a wide range of textures, 

patterns, colors and aluminum choices to complement any décor from traditional to contemporary.    

The Vertical solutions vertical blinds are designer styles with essential offerings that are affordably 

priced, choosing between vinyl and fabric skus.  

Skyline Gliding Window Panels have clean lines and a sleek contemporary look.  Offers a variety of fabric 

styles, control options and top treatments. 

 

Vignette Modern Roman Shades 



Stacking Style Shades with no exposed rear cords, gives a clean exterior appearance.  It also augments 

child safety.  Offering different design options:  Top-Down/Bottom-Up, Two-On-One headrail, and 

Specialty shapes.  Operating systems include: Power view automation, UltraGlide, EasyRise and LiteRise.  

The vignettes can also be coordinated with the Luminette privacy sheers. 

 


